
Hey Timmy here [wave emoji], I don’t do all of this, my VA does. I have trained a super skilled,
amazing-at-talking-like-me VA to do everything on this strategy. It results in dozens of yeses a
week from podcast guests.

LinkedIn Engagement Outreach Strategy for the Hosts of B2B
Growth:

1. Check the notifications for all recent engagement
2. Is there anyone new? If yes, go to next step
3. Is their company a match for our ICP? if yes go to next step
4. Are they a VP of Marketing? if yes go to next step, if no go to "forming the

connection with the VP of Marketing"
5. Are we connected? if yes continue, if not go to "Forming the connection with the VP

of Marketing"
6. Check them against our previous guest list to see if we've had them already. if yes,

this is the end of this person, if not continue
7. Cold DM sequence
8. Email Outreach sequence
9. Start the cold dm sequence on one of our LinkedIn accounts (try not to double ask

on multiple LI accounts to the same person.)

Forming the connection with the VP of Marketing:

1. Follow the VP of Marketing at ICP matching company
2. Connection request
3. If they accept the request go to step 7 of the strategy
4. If they do not accept the request go to step 8 of the strategy

Email Outreach Sequence:

Subject line: podcast?

Hey {{first name}} - Saw you and I were connected on LinkedIn and thought you'd be a great
guest on B2B Growth.

Any interest?

***5 days later***



Hey {{first name}} - Just wanted to circle back and see if you had any interest in being a guest
on our podcast (B2B Growth)

Would love to have you! Any interest?

***5 days later***

Hey {{first name}} - Just wanted to circle back one more time and see if you'd had any interest in
being a guest on our show.

We think you'd make a great guest and would love to have you.

This'll be my last email because I don't want to bug the heck out of you.

Up for it?

Cold Dm sequence:

Hey [name] - do you talk about [expertise] on podcasts very often?

if yes:

Any interest in doing another? I'd love to interview you on our show (B2B Growth). Any interest?

if yes:

Sweet! Step 1 is just a pre interview conversation where we'll nail down a topic! Can't wait! Just
grab a slot that works for you: [cal link]

***Restart any convos that go dark using fun gifs.

For anyone who none of this works, add them to a list called “First Attempt Didn’t Work”


